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What is an API?

How do APIs work?
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APIs (application programming interfaces) allow applications to interact with each other. Often 
described as machine-readable interfaces, they include libraries, frameworks, toolkits, and software 
development kits. There are internal APIs (interfaces internal to software projects) and open APIs 
(such as .NET framework, jQuery, and web services like Google Maps). Most everyday applications 
rely on APIs, and most of the traffic on the web today goes through them.



APIs serve as the building blocks of modern application architectures and system design, and 
almost every line of code uses an API call as it helps programmers build their product on top of 
what others or they themselves have already done. More often than not, a system requires an API to 
access its resources. As a result, they can speed up and lower the cost of app development 
because they enable flexibility, simplify design, administration, and use, and allow for innovation 
when creating new tools and products or managing current ones


APIs serve as an intermediary layer between applications and webservers, facilitating data 
exchange between systems.


 A client application makes an API call to retrieve information, often known as a request. This 
request, which contains a request verb, headers, and sometimes a request body, is sent from 
an application to the web server via the API's Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)

 The API calls the external program or webserver after receiving a valid request
 The server responds to the API with the data that was requested
 The API transfers the data to the requesting application
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Traditional and Modern Web 
Applications

What is API Security?

There are many similarities between APIs and web applications, but there are also crucial 
differences.

In traditional web applications, client-side action is rare. Instead, clients rely on the server for all 
navigation, queries, and changes. Each new user action is translated into a new web request, 
resulting in a complete page reload in the end user's browser. So, ultimately, all of the data 
processing is done on the server. As a result, there is only a limited number of entry points into the 
company's network architecture, making it simple to secure by installing a web application 
firewall (WAF) in front of the application server.



Modern web applications are extremely different. There are significantly few, if any, dynamically 
created server-side page loads. Instead, many deliver a static HTML file that uses APIs to load the 
JavaScript libraries needed to start and execute the app. Therefore, many apps rely heavily on 
web APIs to create considerably richer user experiences.


API security is the process of securing APIs from attacks. APIs are often widely documented or 
easily reverse-engineered because they're frequently available over public networks, accessible 
from anywhere).

 


The widespread use of APIs has resulted in a significantly expanded attack surface because APIs 
provide many entry points to the organization's network. With so many vulnerabilities, simply 
placing a firewall in front of a server is no longer sufficient to assure that all entry points are 
secured. Furthermore, a standard WAF-based solution cannot distinguish between genuine and 
malicious API traffic.
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Why is API security needed more 
than ever?
The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) has released the authoritative list of web 
application vulnerabilities and mitigation methods: the API Security Top 10. The list helps raise 
awareness of the most common and critical API security issues affecting organizations.



In summary, these issues are:

API 5: 2019: Broken Function-Level Authorization

Overly complex access control policies or a lack of clear demarcation between regular and 
administrative operations are common causes of authorization issues. Attackers can utilize these 
flaws to access a user's resources or carry out administrative functions.



API 6: 2019: Mass Assignment

Client-provided data (i.e., via JSON) is frequently bound to a data model based on an allowlist 
without sufficient property filtering, resulting in mass assignment. Attackers can change object 
properties in various ways, including exploring API endpoints, reading documentation, guessing 
object properties, and adding additional properties via request payloads.



API 7: 2019: Security Misconfiguration

Common causes of security misconfiguration include inadequate default configurations, ad-hoc 
or incomplete configurations, misconfigured HTTP headers or inappropriate HTTP methods, 
insufficiently restrictive Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS), open cloud storage, or error 
messages containing sensitive information.



API 8: 2019: Injection

Injection issues (such as SQL injection, NoSQL injection, and command injection) provide data to 
an interpreter via a command or query from an untrusted source. Attackers can send malicious 
data to trick the interpreter into running harmful commands or allowing access to data without 
authorization.

By their very nature, APIs expose application functionality and sensitive data like Personally 
Identifiable Information (PII), making them a target for attackers. Although APIs do use a contract, 
they lack the necessary safeguards to ensure that the contract is followed, creating a significant 
security risk to the back-end services they connect. Therefore,

API security requires its own set of tactics and solutions to comprehend and mitigate their 
specific vulnerabilities.
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API 9: 2019: Improper Asset Management

APIs often expose more endpoints than standard web apps, necessitating structured, up-to-date 
documentation. Issues like exposed debug endpoints and deprecated API versions may widen 
the possible attack surface.



API 10: 2019: Insufficient Logging and Monitoring

Attackers can exploit insufficient logging and monitoring and ineffective or missing incident 
response integration to stay in a system longer, grab more data, and damage the system more 
deeply. A persistent threat can take up to 200 days to identify, and it takes a third party to detect 
most breaches, underscoring the crucial need for proper API monitoring in production.


WAFs and API Gateways won't 
protect you
API security in modern application contexts necessitates efforts at every stage of the 
development lifecycle (development, testing, and production) to assure protection and improve 
security by continuously removing code vulnerabilities. No single team can address API security. 
Effective API protection must incorporate purpose-built tooling, automation, and communication 
between security and IT teams.

OWASP API Security 
Top 10 threats WAFs API Gateways

Broken object Level Authorization

Broken authentication

Excessive Data Exposure

Lack of Resources & Rate Limiting

Security Misconfiguration

Broken Function Level Athorization

Injection

Mass Assignment

Improper Assets Management

Insufficent Logging & Monitoring
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Conclusion
APIs are the building blocks of modern web applications, making product development better 

and faster and delivering powerful features. However, they make it easy for attackers to access 

sensitive data and functions. As a result, APIs have become the primary target for these attacks 

because traditional security methods are ineffective. 



API Security is the process of protecting APIs from attacks. OWASP's "Top 10 API Security Threats" 

raise awareness of the most common vulnerabilities that could affect your organization: Broken 

Object-Level Authorization, Broken User Authentication, Excessive Data Exposure, Lack of Resource 

and Rate Limiting, Broken Function-Level Authorization, Mass Assignment, Security 

Misconfiguration, Injection, Improper Asset Management, and Insufficient Logging and Monitoring. 



With the wide surface of attack and vulnerabilities, API security is a challenge that no single 

organization can solve on its own. Instead, adequate API protection requires purpose-built 

technology, automation, and collaboration between security and IT teams.
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